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Mozilla’s mission
User Level
- Web-Literate Users
- Choice & Control
- Transparent
- Accessible

System Level
- Interoperable
- Distributed
- Non-Permissioned
- Network Neutrality
- Secured & Resilient
How we realize our mission

Building Communities

Building Products
mozilla
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Connect on your terms
Helping others build
We build communities
Open Web Threats

- Anti-competitive practices
- Prioritized traffic
- Special interests
- Commercial interests
- State surveillance
- Commercial surveillance
- Intermediate protections
Technology overwhelms democratic traditions

ISP Data Sharing Bill
SOPA
CISPA
ITU Internet governance proposal
ACTA
Egypt & Syria Internet
Russian Internet Blacklist
Pakistan Censorship Bill

Brazil Files Injunction Against Twitter

SÃO PAULO (AP) — A request for an injunction to stop Twitter users from alerting drivers to police roadblocks, radar traps and drunk-driving checkpoints could make Brazil the first country to take Twitter up on its plan to censor content at governments’ requests.
Regulation to preserve existing successes

How The Web Killed SOPA and PIPA

World to Congress: Save the Internet

NO TO ACTA

ACTA STOP
Mozilla: building bridges to an Open Internet
Open innovation requires an Open Internet
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